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Abstract—The purpose of this research is 1) To develop blended learning using internet 2) To develop the lessons via internet network in computer programming and algorithm 3) To study sample’s satisfaction on blended learning using internet. The conclusions are blended learning using internet in computer programming is consisted of 2 procedures. Procedure 1) Preparation procedure, has 3 sub-procedures which are as follows; 1.1 Orientation 1.2 Grouping and 1.3 Practice. Procedure 2) Learning procedure, has 4 sub-procedures as follows; 2.1 Introduction, 2.2 Learning 2.3 Conclusion and 2.4 Posttest. The learning was divided to be 60% of a normal learning class and 40% of e-learning consecutively. The result of studying sample’s satisfaction on blended learning using internet divided into 4 subjects. These are content of learning, design of teaching and learning media, interaction with e-learning and promoting learning. The average equaled 4.09 (SD = 0.53) in high level.

Index Terms—Internet, blended learning, computer programming and algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the present education, Information and communication Technology has been applied for promoting learning of students which technology can be the result of learning management by students have ability to learn and develop themselves, and moreover, students are the most important. Learning management process is to promote students to develop themselves naturally with full effort. The teachers are responsible for giving advice, and explaining purposes and learning methods [1]. And in category 9th of National Education Act, it mentioned that Technology for learning can be able to create new things themselves [7].

Computer programming and Algorithm which the students learning will be able to create new things themselves [7].

Blended learning is learning process of students in blending between new knowledge and old knowledge by using grouping of a normal class process and information technology process to exchange views via conversation and exchanging experiences of learning from groups without any help from knowledgeable persons or books. The students will be able to create new things themselves [7].

Computer programming and Algorithm which the students should study, is a subject in curriculum of bachelor’s degree in Computer Education, Rajabhat Rajanagarindra University which is basic knowledge of Algorithm, elements and functions of hardware and software, types of computer language, principles of program writing and program processing, program writing and program development methods, flowchart writing, analysis and design of Algorithm in sequential decision, repetition, modular and recursion. Only studying in a normal class is not sometimes enough. Self-study and program writing practice are needed to enhance students’ skill and proficiency for related subjects in Computer Education. Therefore, applying information technology to promote teaching and learning management is one of choices of learning and communication between students and teachers by anywhere and anytime.

II. PROPOSES OF STUDY

A. Majority Objectives

1) To development of blended learning using internet in Computer Programming and Algorithm.

B. Minority Objectives

1) To synthesize conceptual framework to Development of blended learning using internet Model in Computer Programming and Algorithm.

2) To develop main lesson of Computer Programming and Algorithm via internet network.

3) To study sample’s satisfaction on blended learning using internet.
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III. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

Conceptual Framework of The Development of Blended Learning Using Internet in Computer Programming and Algorithm can be shown in Fig. 1.
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**Fig. 1.** Conceptual framework of the development of blended learning using internet in computer programming and algorithm.

IV. SCOPE OF STUDY

A. Population and Sample

Population represented 65 persons of university students majored in Computer Education, Faculty of Education, Rajabhat Rajanagarindra University who registered in Computer Programming and Algorithm as a major subject in second semester of 2013.

Sample represented 32 persons undergraduate students in Computer Education, Faculty of Education, Rajabhat Rajanagarindra University who registered in Computer Programming and Algorithm as a major subject in second semester of 2013 selected by purposive sampling.

B. Study Variables

Independent variable represented a lesson running on internet network system in Computer Programming and Algorithm.

Dependent variable represented the survey result of sample’s satisfaction on blended learning using internet in Computer Programming and Algorithm.

V. METHODOLOGY

The Development of Blended Learning Using Internet in Computer Programming and Algorithm Can Divide into Four Stages As Follows

**Stage 1:** To synthesize conceptual framework to Development of blended learning using internet in Computer Programming and Algorithm. The majority conceptual of this research consists of Instructional System Design, Internet System, ICT2020, Blended Learning, Collaborative Learning and Learning Theory.

**Stage 2:** To develop blended learning using internet in Computer Programming and Algorithm through analysis and synthesis of document and research which focuses on element, process and system approach and demonstrate relation according to design process of teaching and learning system ADDIE Model.

**Stage 3:** To develop Computer Programming and Algorithm lesson through internet network system by applying teaching and learning system of Moodle.

**Stage 4:** To study sample’s satisfaction on blended learning using internet in Computer Programming and Algorithm.

Instruments of this research are a lesson running on internet network in Computer Programming and Algorithm and questionnaire of sample’s satisfaction on blended learning using internet divided into 4 items as follows; content, teaching and learning design, e-learning interaction, and promoting learning. The type of used questionnaire is rating scale complies with 5 levels of Likert scale.

Statistics of result analysis of sample’s satisfaction on the lesson is percentage, average (\( \bar{x} \)), and standard deviation (S.D.).

VI. RESEARCH CONCLUSION

Conclusions of the study are as follows:

1) The result of blended learning using internet development in Computer Programming and Algorithm is show as Fig. 2.

2) The result of develop main lesson of Computer Programming and Algorithm via internet network is show as Fig. 3 - Fig. 8.

3) The result of study in sample’s satisfaction on blended learning using internet.

The result of study in sample's satisfaction on blended learning using internet divided into four subjects. These are contents of learning, design of teaching and learning media, interaction with e-learning and promoting learning. Samples were satisfaction on blended learning using internet was at the high score, averaged at 4.09 (SD = 0.53) Prioritizing average scores from maximum to minimum, the result is interaction with e-learning equaled 4.13 (SD = 0.57), content of learning equaled 4.11 (SD = 0.55), promoting learning equaled 4.11 (SD = 0.58) and design of teaching and learning media equaled 4.07 (SD = 0.56) respectively.

- Interaction with e-learning Average scores prioritized from maximum to minimum are as follows; students co-worked with their assignment and helped each other averaged at 4.25 (SD = 0.67), Blending learning between learning via internet network and learning in a normal class averaged at 4.21 (SD = 0.66), and teachers helped students such as solving problems in sudden averaged at 4.16 (SD = 0.68).

- Content of teaching and learning Average scores prioritized from maximum to minimum are as follows; used media is modern and up-to-date averaged at 4.22 (SD = 0.79), purpose of subject is clear averaged at 4.19 (SD = 0.64), content is interesting and useful for teaching and learning averaged at 4.16 (SD = 0.68).

- Promoting learning This can be prioritized from maximum to minimum as follows; e-learning can help students to learn anywhere and anytime averaged at 4.41 (SD = 0.84), e-learning is learning exchange of each other and lead to learn faster averaged at 4.25 (SD = 4.09).
0.67), and e-learning is cooperative learning process and making relationship between each other averaged at 4.06 (SD = 0.80).

- Design of teaching and learning media: This can be prioritized from maximum to minimum as follows; the list of high satisfaction is categorizing the content averaged at 4.19 (SD = 0.59), media on internet network is easy to use averaged at 4.13 (SD = 0.79), color and size of text, which is easy to read and interesting, are useful for submitting assignment by uploading files on website and design for presentation in a kind of multimedia (picture, sound, text, video and etc.). There are 3 items which have an equal average; 4.09 (SD = 0.64, 0.82, and 0.82).

Fig. 2. The display of blended learning using internet in computer programming.
VII. DISCUSSION

From the development of blended learning using internet model in computer programming and Algorithm, and applying developed lessons with sample, it can be discussed as follows;

A. Interaction with e-Learning

In students opinion, this learning makes students cooperate and help each other in their assignment by helping from teacher via internet network immediately. This result corresponds with the research [8] which is the research in learning management with blended teaching model in Language, Media, Innovation and information Technology for Teacher. The research was found that nowadays information technology changes old style teaching and learning model, lecture method, to be teaching applied information technology helping for search engine and e-learning. This is for online teaching integration and face-to-face learning, which qualifications are as follows; 1) Students have interaction and cooperation to each other deeply 2) There is interaction in relationship of each other deeply 3) There is interaction in relationship of each other in groups. It leads to good cooperative work. And technology is applied for both before and after learning. In addition, this research also corresponds with the research [5]. The research was found that blended learning using internet makes students have sense of community more than learning in normal class environment and e-learning (fully online).

B. Learning Contents

The sample had high satisfaction with learning integrated between e-learning model and teaching in normal class. It was shown that developed learning model is up to date media which clearly defines objectives and provides interesting and useful contents in accordance with [9] who mentioned advantages of e-learning that it is convenient and flexible to edit or update information because teachers or e-learning creators can reach information no matter where they live. Moreover, students can learn anywhere and anytime.

C. Promoting Learning

Learning on internet network makes students learn easily in anywhere and anytime. Knowledge will be exchanged among students through cooperative learning process. It can also make relationship between each other. Blended learning using internet is then learning process of students to integrate between new acquired knowledge and prior knowledge by using grouping of a normal class process and information
technology process to exchange views via conversation and exchange experiences of learning from groups without any help from knowledgeable persons or books. The students will be able to create new things themselves [7].

D. Designing Educational Media

In students’ opinion, the internet network media providing optimal font size and interesting color which is easy to learn, uploading files on website which is a choice for students to save time in educational process and multimedia presentation which is used in accordance with the research [10] who studied in topic of “A Study of Priority Needs Index for Learning and Teaching Via Internet System of Rajabhat Rajanagarindra University”. The result revealed that the most essential educational management is offering students an opportunity to participate in learning activity management, developing self-knowledge acquisition skill, prioritizing from easy to difficult contents properly and presentation by using multimedia.

VIII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES

1) Developed style can be tested with other subjects and be adjusted the methods of learning to match with students of each group.
2) Teaching and learning style should be developed in improving analysis skill and advanced thinking.
3) Teaching and learning media in new patterns which is now popular should be applied in teaching and learning.
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